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The sample size and category for conducting an interview are discussed.
The different types of sampling and procedures of selection of research participants for interviews are described (probability sampling, purposeful sampling, etc.). The sampling typology is presented in details where each approach is described along with its advantages. Some suggestions for ensuring of credible research participants are made. The nomination approach relies on verification of identity by another person who knows the potential participant -participant is nominated by trustworthy third party. The existing sample frames approach relies on verification by membership in a group, organization, or reliable administrative list.
Snowball sampling approach is convenient for validating the answers and treating a problem from multiple aspects.
A lot of different views are offered on how to conduct and interpret interviews using more metaphors and the perspectives of neo-positivism, romanticism and localism. A broad theoretically approach of the interview is suggested that takes into account the interviewee's motives, the relationship between "knowing" and "telling", the interview situation, some ethical and practical aspects. Eight new metaphors of interviews are offered -local accomplishment, establishing and perpetuating a storyline, identity work, cultural script application, moral storytelling, political action, construction work, and a play of the powers of discourse. Each of them focuses more or less on linguistic, psychological, and social aspects or realism. The metaphor approach to conducting and interpreting interviews is illustrated by some examples from interviewing practice. The metaphor approach is followed by a reflexive approach to the interview practice distinguishing D-reflexivity (deconstructive and defensive) challenging dominating understanding and R-reflexivity (reconstructive, representative, and rethinking) developing and adding new meanings to interview interpretation. The focus is more on qualitative aspects of interviews, putting the accent on more thoughtful interventions when doing research work, interpreting more carefully the meaning of interview material, development of new, innovative and realistic research questions, voicing respondents ethically. A set of metaphors could be put together in order to the interview situation to be seen as a complex, socially, linguistically and subjectively rich situation; the interview to be used for a variety of research purposes and multi-angled interpretation.
These books are very useful for all kinds of interview practitioners/researchers offering them a rich theoretical framework and practical guidelines for conducting and interpreting interviews. Several steps for carrying out an interview are presented along with some examples of such interviews (some of them are conducted by the authors of these books and some interviews are carried out by several other researchers). These books are useful for students, because they include discussions and assignments whose goal is to assist better understanding and preparation for the process of interviewing.
